Comments on: PDFsam 2.2.4 is out
Split and merge PDF files, free and open source
	By: Andrea
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/pdfsam-2-2-4-is-out/1140/#comment-1920&quot;&gt;Tim&lt;/a&gt;.

Talking about PDFsam Basic 3.x it requires Java 8 but you don&#039;t have to set Java 8 as default JRE on you machine (in case you have other apps needing JRE 7). You can install a portable Java 8 and use the &lt;code&gt;PDFSAM_JAVA_PATH&lt;/code&gt; env variable, see here for more details https://github.com/torakiki/pdfsam/wiki/Properties-and-arguments
	By: Tim
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/pdfsam-2-2-4-is-out/1140/#comment-1157&quot;&gt;Bertrand&lt;/a&gt;.

If this app has no feasible way to run on any specific version of Java (say 7.67 for example) ... what split and merge tools would you recommend for a WIN10 user dying to have this tool?
	By: Anon
Is there a feature to remove security features, i.e printing restriction?
	By: George Kinal
Just installed 2.2.4 Mac DMG. Wonderful!  Thanks!  I was struggling with using Preview for merging, but the latest version seems to do funny things. With no Quartz filter at all, the result is MUCH larger than the sum of the piece file sizes - which is absurd. With file size reduction filters, I can sometimes do better, but quality suffers, and Preview sometimes does funny things like folding the new result file into the first of the piece files.

Is there somewhere a tutorial on the new version ?
	By: Joop
PDF Split and Merge (standard) runs just nicely in OpenJDK on an eComStation (OS/2) machine. But please update the requirements, you really need a little more memory than 256Mb, the program itself reports 371Mb. Thanks for the program
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/pdfsam-2-2-4-is-out/1140/#comment-1160&quot;&gt;Randolph&lt;/a&gt;.

Look at this article https://pdfsam.org/support/mac-os-x-pdfsam-is-damaged-and-cant-be-opened/552/
	By: Randolph
The Mac download of PDFsam on Sourceforge reports a damaged file and will not run.
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/pdfsam-2-2-4-is-out/1140/#comment-1158&quot;&gt;Lariva Shahid&lt;/a&gt;.

Here for version 2.2.4 http://sourceforge.net/projects/pdfsam/files/pdfsam/2.2.4/
	By: Lariva Shahid
Where is the msi download?
	By: Bertrand
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/pdfsam-2-2-4-is-out/1140/#comment-1110&quot;&gt;Neil&lt;/a&gt;.

I also have the same problem as Thomas. I indeed have a newer java installed on my Mac and PDFsam complains that I need java 6 (I have the latest Java SE 8). It then proposes me to download the older version, but the link gets me to a blank page... and anyway, I don&#039;t really want to get back to an old version.

Any solution found since the previous post?
I used to use PDFsam on Windows at my previous work and would really like to be able to use it on my Mac at home...

Thank you!

